
AGM Report – Secretary Gordon Scott. 
      Our groups championship events were well supported this year and it 
is hoped with some minor alterations we can improve on numbers. The 
change to the 50 mile championship proved reasonably popular with 11 
members competing across the 5 events nominated, as always I am open 
to suggestions. 
      The 25 m champ. which again was incorporated with the Bath CC 
event attracted 12 eligible Westvets. Our own 10 mile event promoted 
along with our group’s awards presentation attracting 20 entries. 
      I have almost completed compiling the many recipients of our various 
trophies and awards and we have made an allowance for updating the 
engravings and hopefully the replacement of our Ladies BAR trophy.  A 
couple of the trophies are in need of minor repairs but it is planned to have 
the completed set of trophies at our awards presentation next April. 
      I have made a few entries on our Facebook page along with photos 
and I am conscious we need to improve the use of this facility, the 
uncertainty of our Journal only adds to the requirement of an outlet for our 
news and hopefully with a little help we can improve our use, many of us 
use our own clubs various electronic media and Cycling Time Trials use of 
on line entries, distributing start and subsequent results sheets only adds 
to the requirement to ‘keep up’. 
      The new VTTA on line membership system has been rolled out 
successfully and I am grateful to Ian and Tony for their work with the 
project, obviously with anything new it takes getting used to but with the 
information accessible and up to date it will make the task running of our 
group easier for the committee. 
      Our groups evening 10 event and presentation is always popular, 
providing members old and new the chance to get together and share 
memories and past glories.  We do plan a slight change for 2019 with the 
event being held in the afternoon of 6th April which will give us more time 
for the presentation and hopefully encourage more members to attend.  
The format will be on the same lines as before with our groups 10 mile 
championship being promoted followed by the awards presentation and 
more time to meet old friends. 
      My sincere thanks go to the members of this committee who carry out 
their roles voluntarily whilst fulfilling roles within their own clubs or 
organisations, once again and as I have said before being secretary of this 
group is an honour and I have no hesitation in continuing to do so. 

***************************** 
Brian Clough - "I regret telling the entire world and his dog how good a manager I 

was. I knew I was the best but I should have said nowt and kept the pressure off ‘cos 
they’d have worked it out for themselves."  
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